Chapter 12
ChIP-Chip: Algorithms for Calling Binding Sites
X. Shirley Liu and Clifford A. Meyer
Abstract
Genome-wide ChIP-chip assays of protein–DNA interactions yield large volumes of data requiring
effective statistical analysis to obtain reliable results. Successful analysis methods need to be tailored to
platform specific characteristics such as probe density, genome coverage, and the nature of the controls. We
describe the use of the respective software packages MAT and MA2C for the analysis of ChIP-chip data
from one-color Affymetrix and two-color NimbleGen or Agilent tiling microarrays.
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1. Introduction
The ChIP-chip experiment is an effective way of investigating
protein–DNA interactions and chromatin structure in vivo. The
technique was first applied successfully to identify binding sites of
transcription factors in budding yeast (1–3) and later to small
portions of mammalian genomes (4). High-density DNA oligonucleotide tiling arrays that map to all nonrepetitive genomic
regions have enabled more comprehensive views of mammalian
chromatin biology (5). We focus on the analysis of ChIP-chip data
on two of the most commonly used tiling array platforms for
ChIP-chip, Affymetrix and NimbleGen, emphasizing methods
that have been broadly used and have been shown to be effective.
MAT (6) is a freely available and open source software package that
has been developed for the analysis of Affymetrix tiling array data
and successfully applied to many important studies (7–9). MA2C
(10) provides a convenient and effective analysis tool for two-color
NimbleGen or Agilent tiling array data.
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2. Affymetrix
Platform/MAT
Software
2.1. Affymetrix Tiling
Array Analysis

Affymetrix tiling arrays offer the highest probe density and the
shortest (25 bp) oligonucleotide probe sequence. Short oligonucleotide probes tend to display large effects that are associated with
probe sequence, which need to be modeled when measuring the
DNA concentration of interest. Accounting for hybridization
effects, handling outlier probe signals, and grouping similar probes
for normalization are the key considerations in the analysis of this
data type.

2.2. MAT: Model-Based
Analysis of Tiling
Arrays

MAT (6) offers an accurate, robust, flexible, and comprehensible
analysis of Affymetrix tiling array data. MAT analysis consists of
four elements: probe intensity standardization based on a probe
sequence model; MATscore calculation using sliding windows of
probes along the genome; p-value and false discovery rate (FDR)
calculations; annotation of significant regions according to
whether they are significant in the genome. MAT was designed
to allow for the analysis of data from a variety of experimental
setups: a single ChIP sample without replicates or controls, a single
ChIP with a single control, and replicate ChIP samples with replicate controls. The analysis of a single ChIP is useful when developing a ChIP-chip protocol or selecting an antibody. It generates
useful data and valuable information at a minimal cost. However,
controls and replicates are important to reduce the number of false
positives and may be required to generate high-quality data for
publication.

2.3. Probe Intensity
Standardization

In most ChIP-chip experiments the vast majority of probes register signal from genomic DNA that is not enriched in the ChIP
experiment. To adjust for probe sequence-associated intensity
effects, MAT uses a set of probes to estimate the parameters in a
linear model using ordinary least squares regression. The model
includes terms for each independent base at each position on the
probe to account for the position-specific contribution of a base to
the probe intensity. Probes with similar predicted intensities are
grouped together in bins. As the variance in the intensity tends to
increase with the intensity itself, MAT groups probes of similar
sequence and standardizes each probe’s intensity based on its
model-predicted intensity and its bin variance. This standardization approach achieves probe background subtraction and normalization in one step. MAT is separately applied for each array and
allows for the comparison of intensities between probes on different arrays and between different probes on the same array.
Although MAT is based on the assumption that most probes
measure only background signal, MAT produces good results
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even in cases where ChIP-enriched probes occupy a substantial
percentage of the array (20% in some histone modification ChIPchip experiments).
2.4. Genomic Region
Scoring

On the Affymetrix tiling array platform individual probes tend to
produce somewhat unreliable information on the concentration of
the hybridization DNA cocktail. A substantial number of probes may
be unresponsive, having very low or very high intensities regardless
of the experiment. Accuracy and robustness is achieved by combining information from multiple probes. MAT calculates a MATscore
which is a function of the intensity and the number of probes within
a range of genomic sequence, the extent of which is user specified.
The default window size in MAT is 600 bp (2  Bandwidth), a
range which is compatible with the sonication fragment size for
many ChIP-chip experiments. Although this window size is user
specified, only in rare circumstances can an adjustment of this parameter be expected to have a significant impact on an experimental
result. The precise definition of MATscore depends on whether a
control array set is included in the analysis. If no control group is
included MATscore is the trimmed mean of the probe intensities
within that window divided by the square root of the number of
probes within the window. When a control set of arrays is included it
is the MATscore difference between treatment and control arrays.
The trimmed mean is a robust statistic that excludes outlier probe
signals and is defined as the mean after discarding a proportion of the
highest and lowest signal values, which is usually set around 10%.

2.5. p-Value Estimation

MAT uses an empirical strategy to estimate the p-value for any
window. First, the distribution of MATscores for a set of nonoverlapping windows is examined. This distribution tends to
have a longer tail on the right which represents the ChIPenriched sites. The null distribution is assumed to be symmetrical
about the mode and is estimated using the MATscores to the left
of the mode. A p-value for a sliding window is calculated from
that window’s MATscore and the MATscore null distribution.
Windows with p-values meeting a required significance level are
merged if they overlap or are separated by less than a user-defined
parameter MaxGap. MaxGap is often set to the same value as
Bandwidth. Windows that contain few probes may be unreliable, so only windows containing more than the minimum number of probes (user parameter MinProbe, default value 10) are
considered for peak calls.

2.6. FDR Estimation

MAT estimates a false discovery rate (FDR) that is the proportion
of false positives within the set of significant regions. At each
MATscore cutoff, there are often positive peaks above the cutoff,
as well as ‘‘negative’’ peaks if the sign on the MATscores was to be
reversed. When control samples are available, these ‘‘negative’’
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peaks are simply regions where probes are higher in controls than
in ChIP. As controls are not expected to give rise to biologically
significant peaks, these ‘‘negative’’ peaks are considered false positives. The FDR is then simply the number of ‘‘negative’’ peaks
divided by the number of positive peaks at each MATscore cutoff.
To define the set of regions that are to be called significant a userspecified cutoff needs to be set. This is done by specifying one of the
parameters MATscore, p -value, or FDR. FDR is a good parameter
to set as this is the most easily interpretable. When using a new antibody or protocol it is advisable to confirm the results of the ChIP-chip
experiment using ChIP-PCR on sites with a range of p-values.
2.7. Downloading
the Software

MAT is open source software and freely available for downloading at:
http://chip.dfci.harvard.edu/wli/MAT/
MAT is readily run on Linux-x86 and Mac OS X, and can run
on other operating systems with some effort from the user. Instructions for installation are posted on the web site. Careful attention to
the installation procedure and software requirements is necessary to
ensure a smooth installation process. Sample data, including .cel
files derived from a study of estrogen receptor binding on chromosomes 21 and 22 (11), are available from the MAT website.
In addition to the software, two files are required for the
ChIP-chip analysis:
1. .bpmap library files which contain the sequence, array coordinate to genome location map, and genome copy number of
each probe. The .bpmap files that may be downloaded from
the MAT website are different from those available from
Affymetrix. The probe sequences in the MAT .bpmap file
have been remapped to the reference genome build and the
number of exact matches to the genome has been recorded.
Redundant mappings of probes to within the same 1 kb
region of the genome have been filtered out.
2. A repeat-library file which contains the chromosome coordinates of RepeatMasker repeats, simple repeats, and segmental
duplication.

2.8. Running MAT

The following steps are recommended for data organization to
run MAT.
1. Create a new directory, chip, and three subdirectories: chip/
cel, chip/library, and chip/work. chip/cel and
chip/work must be user readable and writeable while
chip/library needs to be user readable but not necessarily
writable. This is a mere recommendation, the precise names
and organization of files is at the user’s discretion.
2. Copy the raw data containing .cel files into the chip/cel
directory. MAT requires all .cel files used in an analysis to be
located in the same directory.
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3. Copy the installation-provided sample .tag file to the chip/
work directory, name the my_chip.tag, and edit the MAT
parameters. Details about the .tag file content are described
below.
4. Change directory to chip/work and run MAT from the
command line
MAT my_chip.tag
2.9. Tag File Definition

The .tag file is a plain text file that can be generated in any text
editor such as emacs, vi, or notepad. The file is split into sections by
the tokens ‘‘[data]’’, ‘‘[bpmap]’’, ‘‘[cel]’’, ‘‘[intensity analysis]’’,
and ‘‘[interval analysis]’’. The ‘‘data’’ section specifies the names of
the directories containing the .bpmap, .cel, and repeat library files.
In this section the treatment and control groups are specified by a
string of zeros and ones after the token ‘‘Group’’. Ones stand for
ChIP .cel files, i.e., .cel files containing data from an Chromatin
ImmunoPrecipitation replicate, while zeros stand for input .cel
file, i.e., .cel files containing control data. In the example
(Fig. 12.1), Group ¼ 1100 means that the first two .cel files
specified in any line of the ‘‘[cel]’’ section contain ChIP data
while the last two contain genomic input data. The parameter
‘‘Pair’’ defines the way in which input data is used as a control.
When input and IP arrays are strictly matched, setting ‘‘Pair ¼ 1’’
results in the normalized value for each input probe being subtracted from the matching probe in the IP array. In most situations
it is recommended that ‘‘Pair’’ be left blank. In the ‘‘[bpmap]’’
section, the name of each .bpmap file to be used for each .cel file is
specified. In the example the Affymetrix human chr21/22 tiling
chip set consists of three chips ‘‘A’’, ‘‘B’’, and ‘‘C’’. There is a
separate .bpmap file specified for each chip in the set. The numbering system in the ‘‘[cel]’’ section needs to be consistent with that of
the ‘‘[bpmap]’’ section. In the ‘‘[intensity analysis]’’ section the
BandWidth parameter specifies the window size that is used to
group probes that lie within a genomic region spanning twice the
BandWidth. Regions that are separated from each other by a
distance less than the MaxGap parameter are merged. MinProbe
specifies the minimum number of probes requires for a region to
be called enriched. The cutoffs defining significant regions are set
in the ‘‘[interval analysis]’’ section. The user can set the cutoff by
‘‘Matscore’’, ‘‘p-value’’, or ‘‘FDR’’. Only one of these should be
specified.

2.10. Output Files

MAT-generated files will appear in the chip/work directory.
MAT returns two types of output file: the .bar files which contain
the MATscore for each probe which can be imported into the
Affymetrix Integrated Genome Browser, IGB, for visualization,
and a .bed file with the chromosomal coordinates of all the
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Fig. 12.1. Example of a MAT .tag file.

ChIP-regions with MATscore and repeat flags on the region labels
which can be loaded into UCSC Genome Browser or IGB. Each
row of the .bed file represents the chromosome start and end
points, a label for a ChIP-enriched region, and a significance
score, 10 log10(p-value). If more that 70% of a ChIP-enriched
region is annotated as repetitive DNA through repeat masker,
simple repeat (12) or segmental duplication (13) then ‘‘R_’’,
‘‘R_Si’’, or ‘‘R_SeN’’, respectively are appended to the region
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label. The appendix for segmental duplication ‘‘R_SeN’’ indicates
that there are N duplications of the region in the genome. Repetitive DNA and segmental duplications are non-unique in the genome and often show up as false-positive peaks, and are therefore of
limited value in subsequent analyses of the ChIP-chip data. An
extended version of the .bed file, a .bed.xls file contains the
following information for each ChIP-region: chromosome, start,
end, name, 10 log10(p-value), MATscore, fold change, FDR(%),
peak position, length. The peak position is identified as the probe
with the highest MATscore. From the FDR_table.txt one can
get a sense of the relationship between the FDR, the number of
negative and positive peaks, the MATscore, and p-value.

3. NimbleGen
Platform/MA2C
Software
3.1. NimbleGen Tiling
Array Analysis

The NimbleGen platform allows customers to design arrays that
cover targeted genomic regions with any desired probe density
that is compatible with the size of the array. The standard ChIPchip protocol in the NimbleGen system involves hybridizing ChIP
and control samples on the same array using a two-color system.
Probes in the NimbleGen system are typically 35–70 bp in length
and like the Affymetrix system display considerable variability in
hybridization properties.

3.2. MA2C: ModelBased Analysis
of Two-Color Arrays

MA2C (10) is a Java-based software package for the robust analysis of
two-color tiling array data provided in the NimbleGen format. There
are three key ways in which MA2C, in its treatment of two-color
arrays, differs from MAT. First, probe behavior on the NimbleGen
platform can be described adequately using probe GC content instead
of the more sophisticated MAT model. Second, MA2C applies its
probe sequence model to correct for the correlation between Cy3 and
Cy5 channels in addition to adjusting for the GC-dependent mean
and variance of each probe. Finally, as NimbleGen probe densities are
lower and probe qualities higher than the Affymetrix platform, alternative methods are provided to score regions.

3.3. Probe Intensity
Standardization

MA2C bins probes based on the number of G and C residues within
an oligonucleotide probe. The MA2C model assumes that the
paired background log Cy3 and Cy5 intensities follow a bivariate
normal distribution that is dependent on the GC content. This
model takes into account the correlation between Cy3 and Cy5
readings that tends to increase with increasing GC count. For each
GC bin, MA2C computes the mean and variance for Cy3 and Cy5
probes independently, and the correlation between paired Cy3 and
Cy5 measurements. MA2C has an option to calculate these model
parameters using a generalization of Tukey’s biweight estimation.
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3.4. Genomic Region
Scoring

The assignment of scores to regions, like MAT, is done using a
series of windows of user-defined length, centered at each probe.
A user-defined MA2Cscore may be defined as the median, pseudomedian, median polish, or trimmed mean of the probes in the
window. The median and trimmed mean options are implemented
by calculating the median or trimmed mean of all the probes in the
window; when replicates are available, the median t-value or
trimmed mean of all pooled probes in identical windows across
replicates is used. The pseudo-median of a distribution is the
median of all pairwise arithmetic means. Median polish is recommended for experiments with a large number of replicate samples,
while trimmed mean is recommended for arrays with densely tiled
probes. The pseudo-median and median provide robust alternatives that can be applied in experiments that are not densely tiled
and have few available replicates.

3.5. FDR Estimation

The p-value and FDR estimation are carried out in MA2C using
the same techniques as in MAT.

3.6. Downloading
the Software

MA2C is open source software that runs on all platforms that
support Java Runtime Environment 5.0 or higher and has been
successfully tested on Linux-x86, Mac OS X, and Windows operating systems. MA2C can be downloaded for free from the following
website together with installation instructions and user manual:
http://liulab.dfci.harvard.edu/MA2C/MA2C.htm

3.7. Using MA2C

The file structure of NimbleGen data consists of three main components, DesignFiles/, PairData/, and SampleKey.txt, which should
all reside in the same parent directory. The text file SampleKey.txt,
an example of which is provided in Fig. 12.2, contains the relevant
design information about individual arrays; in particular, the file
must contain DESIGN_ID, CHIP_ID, and DYE for each array.
The directory DesignFiles/ contains the sequence (.ndf) and
position (.pos,) files corresponding to each DESIGN_ID, while
PairData/ contains the single channel data for each CHIP_ID.
To start MA2C on a Windows platform, double-click on MA2C\
dist\MA2C.bat. To launch the program in Linux, Unix, or on a Mac:
change directory to MA2C/dist/ and execute the command:
java -Xmx600m -jar MA2C.jar
To display the main interaction panel, click on the ‘‘run’’ button. Click on the ‘‘SampleKey’’ button to select a sample key file that
either comes with a NimbleGen CD or is created by the user using a
text editor. The entries in the sample key file are tab-delimited and
must contain the CHIP ID, DESIGN ID, and DYE information
corresponding to each experiment. Figure 12.2 provides an example of a sample key file involving three chips for each of which the
Cy5 channel is the IP and the Cy3 the genomic input control.
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Fig. 12.2. Example of a sample key file used by MA2C to specify treatment and control
channels.

If your data structure follows the pattern described above,
MA2C will automatically look for sequence (.ndf, .pos) files and
pair data (.txt) files and display the information on the GUI. If the
sequence and pair data folder names do not follow the above
convention, you can select the folders manually via the ‘‘Sequence’’
and ‘‘Pair Data’’ buttons. It is important that all data files in
PairData/ have the .txt extension.
3.8. Normalization

In the SampleKey table, click Ctrl-left to select the ChIP DYE for
each array to be normalized. Only the ChIP channel should be
selected, as MA2C will automatically find and use the correct
Input channel based on your selection of IP channel. In the
example given in Fig. 12.3, to normalize all three data sets, one
should select only the lines highlighted in grey. Choose a

Fig. 12.3. Selecting IP channels in MA2C.
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normalization method in the ‘‘Normalization’’ tab and click on
the ‘‘Normalize’’ button to normalize the data. A .tpmap file
will be generated in the sequence directory, and for each experiment, a _raw.txt and a _normalized.txt file will be created
in the paired data directory. These files are used by MA2C but
will not be of interest to the typical MA2C user. A new directory
called MA2C_Output will be created in the same parent directory
as SampleKey.txt.
3.9. Peak Detection

After normalization, check the ‘‘Peak Detection’’ tab for the available options that include the MA2C score statistic, the threshold
statistic, the threshold value, and whether or not datasets are to be
treated as replicates. Click the ‘‘Find Peaks’’ button to run the
analysis. You do not need to renormalize the data each time you
want to find peaks using different options. MA2C will generate the
following files in the MA2C_Output directory: MA2C_
dataset.bed, MA2C_dataset.xls, MA2C_dataset.pdf,
MA2C_dataset_FDRtable.txt, MA2C_dataset.MA2Cscore.
bar, and MA2C_dataset.ratio.bar, where dataset corresponds to a string of CHIP_IDs used to define the experiment.
The .bar and .xls files contain the ChIP-enriched genomic
regions. The .pdf files contain MA2C score, probe intensity
ratios, and p-value histograms as well plots of the difference
between the number of positive and negative peaks as a function
of the FDR. The .FDRtable.txt allows the user to examine the
relationship between the FDR, the number of negative and positive peaks, the MA2C score, and the p-value. The .bar files can be
viewed in the Affymetrix Integrated Genome Browser. MA2C
scores are contained in the .MA2Cscore.bar file and normalized
probe ratios in the .ratio.bar file.

4. Conclusions
ChIP-chip data from tiling arrays can provide valuable biological
insights if it is analyzed using robust statistical methods. MAT is a
freely available, effective, software package for the analysis of
Affymetrix tiling array data. MAT can be used to interpret data
from a variety of experimental designs including a single ChIP with
no replicates and no controls, a feature that is useful in the development of a ChIP-chip protocol and antibody selection. MA2C is
a free, robust, analysis tool for NimbleGen two-color tiling array
data that includes several diagnostic features for data quality assessment. Users need to join Google group to obtain a username and
password for downloading, posting questions, and obtaining
update emails.
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